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ing users to execute content in a user's computing environ 
ment . A user copying and pasting content from a first 
electronic document is detected , where the content is set as 
a first character string . Furthermore , the modification of the 
copied content is detected , where the modification includes 
modification of parameters of the user's computing envi 
ronment to implement execution of the copied content and 
the modified copied content is set as a second character 
string . The first and second character strings as well as the 
modification points are registered in a repository . The modi 
fication points include the modified parameters of the first 
user's computing environment . By matching the character 
string copied by a second user from a second electronic 
document with one of the registered character strings , the 
second user may be presented with the modification points 
associated with the matching character string . 
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ASSISTING USERS TO EXECUTE CONTENT range of locations in the second character string exhibiting 
COPIED FROM ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT differences from the first character string in the repository in 
IN USER'S COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT response to the difference between the first and second 

character strings exceeding the threshold value , where the 
TECHNICAL FIELD 5 modification points comprise modifications in the second 

character string with respect to the first character string , and 
The present invention relates generally to copying content where the modification points comprise modified parameters 

from electronic technical documents , and more particularly of the first user's environment . Furthermore , the method 
to assisting users to execute content ( e.g. , exemplary com comprises detecting a second user copying content from a 
mands ) copied from an electronic technical document in a 10 second electronic document into a second user's environ 
user's computing environment . ment . Additionally , the method comprises detecting a selec 

tion of a paste operation of the copied content into the 
BACKGROUND second user's environment in response to the copied content 

matching the first character string in the repository within a 
User guides or manuals are technical documents provided 15 threshold degree of agreement . In addition , the method 

electronically that contain instructions on how to use a comprises presenting to the second user one or more of the 
device ( e.g. , computing device ) , software , etc. Most user registered modification points associated with the second 
guides include examples to assist the user in understanding character string stored in the repository . 
the operation of the device , software , etc. Other forms of the embodiment of the method described 
Normally the examples ( e.g. , exemplary commands ) that 20 above are in a system and in a computer program product . 

are provided in the user guides are based on the work In another embodiment of the present invention , a method 
environment of the author , the test environment or the for assisting users to execute content in a user's computing 
reference environment , including the input and output set environment comprises detecting a first user copying content 
tings for executing the exemplary commands . from a first electronic document , where the content is set as 

Typically , when a user desires to use one of the exemplary 25 a first character string . The method further comprises detect 
commands illustrated in the user guide , the user copies the ing a pasting of the copied content into a first user's 
command into the user's computing environment . For environment . The method additionally comprises detecting a 
example , the user may copy an exemplary command into a modification of the copied content , where the modification 
text field in a dialog box . For instance , the user may copy the comprises modification of parameters of the first user's 
command of prompting the user to enter a new user's 30 computing environment to implement execution of the cop 
password in the text field in the dialog box . ied content , and where the modification of the copied 
However , in order to implement the execution of the content is set as a second character string . Furthermore , the 

command in the user's computing environment , various method comprises registering the first and second character 
parameter adjustments or other modifications may be strings and differences between the first and second charac 
required in the user's computing environment . 35 ter strings in a repository in response to a difference between 
For less experienced users , it may not be clear what the first and second character strings exceeding a threshold 

parameters ( e.g. , location parameters ) should be modified value . Additionally , the method comprises registering modi 
and to what extent such parameters should be changed . Even fication points and a range of locations in the second 
for more experienced users , it may be difficult to compre character string exhibiting differences from the first charac 
hend all the parameter modifications to be changed and 40 ter string in the repository in response to the difference 
configuration mistakes are common . between the first and second character strings exceeding the 

Unfortunately , there is not currently a means for assisting threshold value , where the modification points comprise 
the user in recognizing the parameters that need to be modifications in the second character string with respect to 
modified and how such modifications should be performed the first character string , and where the modification points 
in the user's computing environment in order to implement 45 comprise modified parameters of the first user's computing 
the execution of an exemplary command copied from an environment . In addition , the method comprises detecting a 
electronic document , such as a user's guide . second user browsing a second electronic document . The 

method further comprises searching contents in the second 
SUMMARY electronic document that match the registered first character 

50 string in the repository within a threshold degree of agree 
In one embodiment of the present invention , a method for ment . The method additionally comprises identifying the 

assisting users to execute content in a user's computing registered modification points in the repository associated 
environment comprises detecting a first user copying content with the first character string . Furthermore , the method 
from a first electronic document , where the content is set as comprises detecting the second user copying content that 
a first character string . The method further comprises detect- 55 matches the registered first character string . Additionally , the 
ing a pasting of the copied content into a first user's method comprises presenting to the second user one or more 
environment . The method additionally comprises detecting a of the identified registered modification points associated 
modification of the copied content , where the modification with the first character string stored in the repository . 
comprises modification of parameters of the first user's Other forms of the embodiment of the method described 
environment to implement execution of the copied content , 60 above are in a system and in a computer program product . 
and where the modification of the copied content is set as a The foregoing has outlined rather generally the features 
second character string . The method further comprises reg and technical advantages of one or more embodiments of the 
istering the first and second character strings and differences present invention in order that the detailed description of the 
between the first and second character strings in a repository present invention that follows may be better understood . 
in response to a difference between the first and second 65 Additional features and advantages of the present invention 
character strings exceeding a threshold value . The method will be described hereinafter which may form the subject of 
additionally comprises registering modification points and a the claims of the present invention . 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS In the following description , numerous specific details are 
set forth to provide a thorough understanding of the present 

A better understanding of the present invention can be invention . However , it will be apparent to those skilled in the 
obtained when the following detailed description is consid art that the present invention may be practiced without such 
ered in conjunction with the following drawings , in which : 5 specific details . In other instances , well - known circuits have 

FIG . 1 illustrates a communication system configured in been shown in block diagram form in order not to obscure 
accordance with an embodiment of the present invention ; the present invention in unnecessary detail . For the most 

FIG . 2 illustrates an embodiment of the present invention part , details considering timing considerations and the like 
of a hardware configuration of the document manager which have been omitted inasmuch as such details are not neces 
is representative of a hardware environment for practicing 10 sary to obtain a complete understanding of the present 
the present invention ; invention and are within the skills of persons of ordinary 

FIG . 3 is a flowchart of a method for registering character skill in the relevant art . 
strings in a repository in accordance with an embodiment of Referring now to the Figures in detail , FIG . 1 illustrates 
the present invention ; a communication system 100 for practicing the principles of 

FIG . 4 illustrates registering character strings in the 15 the present invention in accordance with an embodiment of 
repository in accordance with an embodiment of the present the present invention . Communication system 100 includes 
invention ; computing devices 101A - 101C ( identified as “ Computing 

FIG . 5 is a flowchart of a method for assisting the user in Device A , ” “ Computing Device B , ” and “ Computing Device 
executing the content copied from an electronic document C , ” respectively , in FIG . 1 ) connected to a document reposi 
by assisting the user in recognizing the parameters that need 20 tory 102 via a network 103. Computing devices 101A - 101C 
to be modified and how such modifications should be may collectively or individually be referred to as computing 
performed in the user's computing environment in accor devices 101 or computing device 101 , respectively . The user 
dance with an embodiment of the present invention ; and of computing device 101 may also be referenced herein as 

FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an alternative method for assisting user 101 . 
the user in executing the content copied from an electronic 25 Computing device 101 may be any type of computing 
document by assisting the user in recognizing the parameters device ( e.g. , portable computing unit , Personal Digital 
that need to be modified and how such modifications should Assistant ( PDA ) , smartphone , laptop computer , mobile 
be performed in the user's computing environment in accor phone , navigation device , game console , desktop computer 
dance with an embodiment of the present invention . system , workstation , Internet appliance and the like ) con 

30 figured with the capability of connecting to network 103 and 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION consequently communicating with other computing devices 

101 and document repository 102 . 
The present invention comprises a method , system and Document repository 102 ( also referred to as simply 

computer program product for assisting users to execute “ repository ” ) is a repository or database for storing docu 
content in a user's computing environment . In one embodi- 35 ments in electronic form . Furthermore , document repository 
ment of the present invention , a first user copying content 102 may be configured to store registered character strings , 
from an electronic document is detected , where the content differences between such character strings , modification 
is set as a first character string . The pasting of the copied points and the range of locations in a second character string 
content into the first user's computing environment is then exhibiting differences from a first character string . “ Modi 
detected . Furthermore , the modification of the copied con- 40 fication points , " as used herein , refer to the modifications in 
tent is detected , where the modification includes modifica the second character string in comparison to the first char 
tion of parameters of the first user's computing environment acter string . The “ range of locations in the second string , ” as 
to implement execution of the copied content . Furthermore , used herein , refers to the locations in the second character 
the modified copied content is set as a second character string containing the modifications . 
string . Additionally , the first and second character strings as 45 Network 103 may be , for example , a local area network , 
well as the differences between the first and second character a wide area network , a wireless wide area network , a 
strings are registered in a repository in response to the circuit - switched telephone network , a Global System for 
difference between the first and second character strings Mobile Communications ( GSM ) network , a Wireless Appli 
exceeding a threshold value . Furthermore , the modification cation Protocol ( WAP ) network , a WiFi network , an IEEE 
points and a range of locations in the second character string 50 802.11 standards network , various combinations thereof , 
exhibiting differences from the first character string are etc. Other networks , whose descriptions are omitted here for 
registered in the repository in response to the difference brevity , may also be used in conjunction with system 100 of 
between the first and second character strings exceeding the FIG . 1 without departing from the scope of the present 
threshold value . The modification points include modifica invention . 
tions in the second character string with respect to the first 55 System 100 further includes a document manager 104 
character string . Furthermore , the modification points connected to repository 102 via network 103. Document 
include the modified parameters of the first user's computing manager 104 is configured to manage the documents stored 
environment . By matching the character string copied by a in repository 102. Furthermore , document manager 104 is 
second user from an electronic document with one of the configured to assist the user ( e.g. , user of computing device 
registered character strings , the second user may be pre- 60 101 ) in recognizing the parameters that need to be modified 
sented with the modification points associated with the and how such modifications should be performed in the 
matching character string thereby assisting the second user user's computing environment in order to implement the 
in recognizing the parameters that need to be modified and execution of content ( e.g. , exemplary command ) copied 
how such modifications should be performed in the second from an electronic document , such as a user's guide . 
user's computing environment in order to implement the 65 System 100 is not to be limited in scope to any one 
execution of content ( e.g. , exemplary command ) copied particular network architecture . System 100 may include 
from an electronic document . any number of computing devices 101 , repositories 102 , 
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networks 103 and document managers 104. Furthermore , random access memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory 
while FIG . 1 illustrates document manager 104 as being a ( ROM ) , an erasable programmable read - only memory 
separate physical device , some or all of the functionality of ( EPROM or Flash memory ) , a static random access memory 
document manager 104 , as discussed herein , may reside in ( SRAM ) , a portable compact disc read - only memory ( CD 
computing device 101 . 5 ROM ) , a digital versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a 

Referring now to FIG . 2 , FIG . 2 illustrates an embodiment floppy disk , a mechanically encoded device such as punch 
of the present invention of a hardware configuration of cards or raised structures in a groove having instructions 
document manager 104 ( FIG . 1 ) which is representative of recorded thereon , and any suitable combination of the fore 
a hardware environment for practicing the present invention . going . A computer readable storage medium , as used herein , 
Referring to FIG . 2 , document manager 104 has a processor 10 is not to be construed as being transitory signals per se , such 
201 coupled to various other components by system bus 202 . as radio waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic 
An operating system 203 runs on processor 201 and pro waves , electromagnetic waves propagating through a wave 
vides control and coordinates the functions of the various guide or other transmission media ( e.g. , light pulses passing 
components of FIG . 2. An application 204 in accordance through a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted 
with the principles of the present invention runs in conjunc- 15 through a wire . 
tion with operating system 203 and provides calls to oper Computer readable program instructions described herein 
ating system 203 where the calls implement the various can be downloaded to respective computing / processing 
functions or services to be performed by application 204 . devices from a computer readable storage medium or to an 
Application 204 may include , for example , a program for external computer or external storage device via a network , 
assisting the user ( e.g. , user of computing device 101 ) in 20 for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide area 
recognizing the parameters that need to be modified and how network and / or a wireless network . The network may com 
such modifications should be performed in the user's com prise copper transmission cables , optical transmission fibers , 
puting environment in order to implement the execution of wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , gateway 
content ( e.g. , exemplary command ) copied from an elec computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter card or 
tronic document , as discussed further below in connection 25 network interface in each computing processing device 
with FIGS . 3-6 . receives computer readable program instructions from the 

Referring again to FIG . 2 , read - only memory ( “ ROM ” ) network and forwards the computer readable program 
205 is coupled to system bus 202 and includes a basic instructions for storage in a computer readable storage 
input / output system ( “ BIOS ” ) that controls certain basic medium within the respective computing / processing device . 
functions of document manager 104. Random access 30 Computer readable program instructions for carrying out 
memory ( “ RAM ” ) 206 and disk adapter 207 are also operations of the present invention may be assembler 
coupled to system bus 202. It should be noted that software instructions , instruction - set - architecture ( ISA ) instructions , 
components including operating system 203 and application machine instructions , machine dependent instructions , 
204 may be loaded into RAM 206 , which may be document microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting data , or 
manager's 104 main memory for execution . Disk adapter 35 either source code or object code written in any combination 
207 may be an integrated drive electronics ( “ IDE ” ) adapter of one or more programming languages , including an object 
that communicates with a disk unit 208 , e.g. , disk drive . It oriented programming language such as Smalltalk , C ++ or 
is noted that the program for assisting the user ( e.g. , user of the like , and conventional procedural programming lan 
computing device 101 ) in recognizing the parameters that guages , such as the “ C ” programming language or similar 
need to be modified and how such modifications should be 40 programming languages . The computer readable program 
performed in the user's computing environment in order to instructions may execute entirely on the user's computer , 
implement the execution of content ( e.g. , exemplary com partly on the user's computer , as a stand - alone software 
mand ) copied from an electronic document , as discussed package , partly on the user's computer and partly on a 
further below in connection with FIGS . 3-6 , may reside in remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or 
disk unit 208 or in application 204 . 45 server . In the latter scenario , the remote computer may be 
Document manager 104 further includes a communica connected to the user's computer through any type of 

tions adapter 209 coupled to bus 202. Communications network , including a local area network ( LAN ) or a wide 
adapter 209 interconnects bus 202 with an outside network area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be made to an 
( e.g. , network 103 of FIG . 1 ) thereby allowing document external computer ( for example , through the Internet using 
manager 104 to communicate with other devices , such as 50 an Internet Service Provider ) . In some embodiments , elec 
computing devices 101 and repository 102 . tronic circuitry including , for example , programmable logic 

The present invention may be a system , a method , and / or circuitry , field - programmable gate arrays ( FPGA ) , or pro 
a computer program product . The computer program prod grammable logic arrays ( PLA ) may execute the computer 
uct may include a computer readable storage medium ( or readable program instructions by utilizing state information 
media ) having computer readable program instructions 55 of the computer readable program instructions to personalize 
thereon for causing a processor to carry out aspects of the the electronic circuitry , in order to perform aspects of the 
present invention . present invention . 

The computer readable storage medium can be a tangible Aspects of the present invention are described herein with 
device that can retain and store instructions for use by an reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams of 
instruction execution device . The computer readable storage 60 methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer program prod 
medium may be , for example , but is not limited to , an ucts according to embodiments of the invention . It will be 
electronic storage device , a magnetic storage device , an understood that each block of the flowchart illustrations 
optical storage device , an electromagnetic storage device , a and / or block diagrams , and combinations of blocks in the 
semiconductor storage device , or any suitable combination flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , can be imple 
of the foregoing . A non - exhaustive list of more specific 65 mented by computer readable program instructions . 
examples of the computer readable storage medium includes These computer readable program instructions may be 
the following : a portable computer diskette , a hard disk , a provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
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special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro The principles of the present invention provide a means 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the for assisting the user in recognizing the parameters that need 
instructions , which execute via the processor of the com to be modified and how such modifications should be 
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , performed in the user's computing environment in order to 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 5 implement the execution of content ( e.g. , exemplary com 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These mand ) copied from an electronic document as discussed 

below in connection with FIGS . 3-6 . FIG . 3 is a flowchart of computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a a method for registering character strings in a repository . 
computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / FIG . 4 illustrates registering character strings in a repository . 
or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 10 FIG . 5 is a flowchart of a method for assisting the user in 
the computer readable storage medium having instructions executing the content copied from an electronic document 

by assisting the user in recognizing the parameters that need stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including to be modified and how such modifications should be instructions which implement aspects of the function / act performed in the user's computing environment . FIG . 6 is a specified in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or 15 flowchart of an alternative method for assisting the user in blocks . executing the content copied from an electronic document 
The computer readable program instructions may also be by assisting the user in recognizing the parameters that need 

loaded onto a computer , other programmable data process to be modified and how such modifications should be 
ing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of operational performed in the user's computing environment . 
steps to be performed on the computer , other programmable 20 As stated above , FIG . 3 is a flowchart of a method 300 for 
apparatus or other device to produce a computer imple registering character strings in repository 102 ( FIG . 1 ) in 
mented process , such that the instructions which execute on accordance with an embodiment of the present invention . 
the computer , other programmable apparatus , or other Referring to FIG . 3 , in conjunction with FIGS . 1-2 , in step 
device implement the functions / acts specified in the flow 301 , document manager 104 detects the copying of content 
chart and / or block diagram block or blocks . 25 ( e.g. , exemplary command ) from an electronic document 

The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures illustrate ( e.g. , user guide ) by a user 101 , which is set as character 
the architecture , functionality , and operation of possible string 1 , as shown in FIG . 4 . 
implementations of systems , methods , and computer pro FIG . 4 illustrates registering character strings in a reposi 
gram products according to various embodiments of the tory in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
present invention . In this regard , each block in the flowchart 30 invention . As shown in FIG . 4 , user 101 copies content from 
or block diagrams may represent a module , segment , or an electronic document corresponding to “ curl -s -X GET 
portion of instructions , which comprises one or more -key keyfile -cert certfile https : // localhost : 7777 / api / v1 / data / 
executable instructions for implementing the specified logi id , ” which is set as character string 1 402 . 
cal function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the In one embodiment , document manager 104 also deter 
functions noted in the block may occur out of the order noted 35 mines the range of the copied content . Range , as used herein , 
in the figures . For example , two blocks shown in succession refers to the character length of the character string . 
may , in fact , be executed substantially concurrently , or the In step 302 , document manager 104 detects the pasting of 
blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse order , the copied content into the user's computing environment 
depending upon the functionality involved . It will also be ( e.g. , console , text field ) by user 101 . 
noted that each block of the block diagrams and / or flowchart 40 In step 303 , document manager 104 detects the modifi 
illustration , and combinations of blocks in the block dia cation of the copied content , including modification of 
grams and / or flowchart illustration , can be implemented by parameters ( e.g. , input and output settings ) to implement the 
special purpose hardware - based systems that perform the execution of the copied content in the user's computing 
specified functions or acts or carry out combinations of environment , which is set as character string 2. The user's 
special purpose hardware and computer instructions . 45 computing environment , as used herein , refers to the set of 
As stated in the Background section , typically , when a packages , variables and files that are present in the comput 

user desires to use one of the exemplary commands illus ing device of user 101 . 
trated in the user guide , the user copies the command into the For example , as shown in FIG . 4 , character string 2 may 
user's computing environment . For example , the user may correspond to “ curl -s -X GET -key ~ / cert / key -cert ~ / cert / 
copy an exemplary command into a text field in a dialog box . 50 cert https : // localhost : 7777 / api / v1 / data / 123456 , " where the 
For instance , the user may copy the command of prompting differences between character strings 1 and 2 are shown in 
the user to enter a new user's password in the text field in the FIG . 4 . 
dialog box . However , in order to implement the execution of In one embodiment , document manager 104 detects user 
the command in the user's computing environment , various 101 executing the copied content ( e.g. , exemplary com 
parameter adjustments or other modifications may be 55 mend ) , such as by pressing the ENTER key in the console 
required in the user's computing environment . For less or clicking “ OK ” in a dialog , collecting the edited content 
experienced users , it may not be clear what parameters ( e.g. , from the paste destination by hook or the like and setting it 
location parameters ) should be modified and to what extent as character string 2. In one embodiment , in the event that 
such parameters should be changed . Even for more experi the command fails to execute , document manager 
enced users , it may be difficult to comprehend all the 60 wait for the user to initiate re - execution . 
parameter modifications to be changed and configuration In step 304 , a determination is made by document man 
mistakes are common . Unfortunately , there is not currently ager 104 as to whether the difference between character 
a means for assisting the user in recognizing the parameters strings 1 and 2 exceeds a threshold value , which may be 
that need to be modified and how such modifications should user - selected . In one embodiment , the difference may be 
be performed in the user's computing environment in order 65 determined by document manager 104 by comparing each 
to implement the execution of an exemplary command character in each of the character strings ( character strings 1 
copied from an electronic document , such as a user's guide . and 2 ) and identifying the differences . If the number of such 

104 may 
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differences exceeds a threshold value , which may be user document , the user may be presented with the modified 
selected , then the character strings will be registered as character string ( e.g. , character string 2 403 ) . In this manner , 
discussed below . In one embodiment , document manager the modified contents may be shared and used by other 
104 also performs temporal evaluations , determines whether 
operations were performed with respect to other applications 5 After registering character strings in repository 102 , docu 
or evaluates other user operations . ment manager 104 assists the user in executing content If the difference between character strings 1 and 2 exceeds copied from an electronic document in the user's computing a threshold value , then , in step 305 , document manager 104 environment by assisting the user in recognizing the param registers character strings 1 and 2 , the differences between eters that need to be modified and how such modifications 
the character strings , the modification points and the range 10 should be performed in the user's computing environment as of locations in the second character string exhibiting differ discussed below in connection with FIG . 5 . ences from the first character string in repository 102 . FIG . 5 is a flowchart of a method 500 for assisting the user Modification points , as used herein , refer to the modifica 
tions in the second character string with respect to the first in executing the content copied from an electronic document 
character string . In one embodiment , modification points 15 by assisting the user in recognizing the parameters that need 
include the modified parameters ( parameters of user's com to be modified and how such modifications should be 
puting environment ) to enable execution of content ( e.g. , performed in the user's computing environment in accor 
exemplary command ) copied from an electronic document dance with an embodiment of the present invention . 
in the user's computing environment . The “ range of loca Referring to FIG . 5 , in conjunction with FIGS . 1-4 , in step 
tions in the second string , ” refers to the locations in the 20 501 , document manager 104 detects the copying of content 
second character string containing the modifications . ( e.g. , exemplary command ) from an electronic document 

In one embodiment , user 101 is presented with a dialog ( may be the same or a different electronic document than the 
404 ( communication dialog ) as shown in FIG . 4 to provide electronic document of step 301 ) by a user 101 ( can be a 
user 101 the opportunity to confirm registration of the different user 101 than who copied content in step 301 ) . 
character strings as well as to confirm the differences ( list of 25 In step 502 , a determination is made by document man 
differences 405 shown in confirmation dialog 404 ) , the ager 104 as to whether the copied content matches a record 
modification points 406 and the range of locations 407 in the stored in repository 102 within a threshold degree of agree 
second character string exhibiting differences from the first ment . “ Record , ” as used herein , refers to the information 
character string . stored in repository 102 pertaining to the registration of 

In one embodiment , user 101 may be presented with the 30 character strings 1 and 2 as discussed above in connection 
option to provide further additions and updates to the with steps 305-306 . 
modified content ( e.g. , character string 2 ) after registration In one embodiment , the copied content is compared with 
is confirmed . For example , if character string 2 403 contains previously stored character strings in repository 102 , such as 
the user's confidential or personal information , then user character string 1 402 , character by character . In one 
101 may want to hide that confidential or personal informa- 35 embodiment , taking into account the number of characters in 
tion in the character string or replace the confidential or the character strings , the determination of step 502 involves 
personal information in the character string with non - con determining if the percentage of characters that match 
fidential or non - personal information . exceeds a threshold value , which may be user - selected . If the 

In one embodiment , user 101 may be presented with the percentage of characters that match exceeds the threshold 
option to provide further additions and updates to the 40 value , then the copied content is deemed to match a record 
modified content ( e.g. , character string 2 ) before registra stored in repository 102 within a threshold degree of agree 
tion . ment . Otherwise , the copied content is deemed to not match 

In step 306 , document manager 104 associates the regis a record stored in repository 102 within a threshold degree 
tered character strings with a unique key as shown in FIG . of agreement . 
4. In one embodiment , the unique key is stored in repository 45 If the copied content does not match a record stored in 
102 along with the information discussed in step 305. In one repository 102 within a threshold degree of agreement , then , 
embodiment , such information information discussed in in step 503 , document manager 104 enables the normal copy 
steps 305 , 306 ) may be stored together in a “ record ” in and paste operation . 
repository 102 associated with character strings 1 and 2 . If , however , the copied content does match a record stored 
Referring to FIG . 4 , a unique key 408 is associated with the 50 in repository 102 within a threshold degree of agreement , 
registered character strings . In one embodiment , user 101 is then , in step 504 , document manager 104 provides a noti 
presented the option to register 409 or cancel registration fication ( e.g. , visual or audible ) to user 101 indicating that 
410 . the copied content may need to be modified in order to be 

In one embodiment , unique key 408 may be used by user executed in the user's computing environment . For example , 
101 to obtain a value , such as character string 2 , associated 55 if user 101 copied content from the electronic document that 
with the copied content ( e.g. , character string 1 ) as discussed matches character string 1 402 , then the copied content may 
further below . In one embodiment , the value associated with need to be modified as character string 2 403 in order to be 
unique key 408 may pertain to the modified parameters of executed in the user's computing environment . 
the user's computing environment , which may subsequently In step 505 , document manager 104 detects the selection 
be shared by multiple users using the same unique key 408. 60 of a paste operation to paste the copied content into the 

Referring to step 304 , if , however , the difference between user's computing environment by user 101 . 
character strings 1 and 2 does not exceed a threshold value , In step 506 , document manager 104 temporarily disables 
then , in step 307 , character strings 1 and 2 are not registered the paste operation from being fully executed . 
in repository 102 . In step 507 , document manager 104 presents modification 
By registering characters strings in repository 102 as 65 point ( s ) 406 of the copied content , and possibly multiple 

discussed above , when other users copy a registered char modification points 406 for the same character location , to 
acter string ( e.g. , character string 1 402 ) from an electronic user 101 , such as via a combo box or a selection box . 
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In one embodiment , modification point ( s ) 406 are ration mistakes are common . As a result , users may unnec 
obtained from the record associated with the matching essarily expend computing resources , such as processing 
character string ( e.g. , character string 1 402 ) , where the resources , in attempting to execute the copied content in the 
matching character string was modified ( e.g. , character user's computing environment . Such over utilization of 
string 2 403 ) to enable execution of the copied content in the 5 resources results in inefficient use of the computing 
user's computing environment . For example , referring to resources ( e.g. , processing resources ) . By implementing the 
FIG . 4 , if user 101 copied content ( e.g. , exemplary com present invention , computing resources ( e.g. , processing 
mand ) from an electronic document ( e.g. , user guide ) that resources ) are more efficiently utilized since the user does 
matches character string 1 402 stored in a record of reposi not need to expend unnecessary computing resources in 
tory 102 within a threshold degree of agreement , then user 10 attempting to execute the copied content in the user's 
101 would be presented with modification points 406 asso computing environment . That is , the computer capabilities 
ciated with the record of character string 1 402. As previ of document systems are improved since fewer computing 
ously discussed , such modification points 406 may include resources need to be utilized in order to execute the copied 
the modified parameters to enable execution of the copied content ( e.g. , exemplary command ) in the user's computing 
content in the user's computing environment . 15 environment . 

In one embodiment , in connection with presenting modi An alternative embodiment for assisting the user in 
fication points 406 to user 101 , user 101 may also be executing the content copied from an electronic document 
presented with the modified character string incorporating by assisting the user in recognizing the parameters that need 
such modification points 406. In one embodiment , modifi to be modified and how such modifications should be 
cation points 406 are highlighted to clearly illustrate the 20 performed in the user's computing environment is discussed 
differences with the original copied content . In one embodi below in connection with FIG . 6 . 
ment , user 101 may be presented the opportunity to select FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an alternative method 600 for 
one or more of the presented modification points 406 to be assisting the user in executing the content copied from an 
implemented . In response to such selection , document man electronic document by assisting the user in recognizing the 
ager 104 may enable the pasting of the copied content 25 parameters that need to be modified and how such modifi 
modified according to the selected modification points 406 cations should be performed in the user's computing envi 
into the user's computing environment as discussed below . ronment . 

In one embodiment , user 101 may select the particular Referring to FIG . 6 , in conjunction with FIGS . 1-4 , in step 
modification points 406 to be implemented by presenting a 601 , document manager 104 detects user 101 ( can be a 
key , such as the unique key 408 associated with character 30 different user 101 than who copied content in step 301 ) 
strings 1 and 2 402 , 403. If user 101 copied content that opening an electronic document ( may be the same or a 
matches character string 1 402 , then by presenting unique different electronic document than the electronic document 
key 408 to document manager 104 , document manager 104 of step 301 ) for browsing . In one mbodiment , document 
may present a value , such as character string 2 403 associ manager 104 may detect searches performed by user 101 in 
ated with character string 1 402 and unique key 408 . 35 a web browser directed to particular documents , such as user 

In one embodiment , modification points 406 may be guides . For example , document manager 104 may utilize 
automatically selected by document manager 104. In one natural language processing to identify keywords , such as 
embodiment , modification points 406 are selected from the " user's guide ” or “ manual , ” entered by user 101 in a search 
most recent item , an item made by a highly - experienced engine . 
user , an item with a high usage frequency by other users , etc. 40 In step 602 , document manager 104 searches for content 

In step 508 , document manager 104 enables the paste in the electronic document that matches the registered 
operation to paste the copied content ( e.g. , exemplary com character strings , such as character string 1 402 , in reposi 
mand ) into the user's computing environment ( pasted into a tory 102 . 
text field in a dialog box ) to be executed in light of the user's In step 603 , a determination is made by document man 
selection of modification point ( s ) 406 thereby allowing the 45 ager 104 as to whether there is content in the electronic 
pasting of the copied content with modification points 406 document that matches a record stored in repository 102 
selected by user 101 . within a threshold degree of agreement . 

In this manner , the present invention assists the user in In one embodiment , content in the electronic document is 
recognizing the parameters that need to be modified and how compared with previously stored character strings in reposi 
such modifications should be performed in the user's com- 50 tory 102 , such as character string 1 402 , character by 
puting environment in order to implement the execution of character . In one embodiment , taking into account the num 
content ( e.g. , exemplary command ) copied from an elec ber of characters in the character strings , document manager 
tronic document . 104 determines if the percentage of characters that match 

Furthermore , the present invention improves the technol exceeds a threshold value , which may be user - selected . If the 
ogy or technical field involving document systems . Cur- 55 percentage of characters that match exceeds the threshold 
rently , in such systems , users may simply copy and paste value , then that content in the electronic document is said to 
exemplary commands into their user computing environ match . Otherwise , the content is deemed to not match any 
ment . For example , the user may copy an exemplary com character strings in repository 102 . 
mand into a text field in a dialog box . For instance , the user If there are no matches with the registered character 
may copy the command of prompting the user to enter a new 60 strings within a threshold degree of agreement , then , in step 
user's password in the text field in the dialog box . However , 604 , document manager 104 enables the normal copy and 
in order to implement the execution of the command in the paste operation . 
user's computing environment , various parameter adjust If , however , there is a match with a registered character 
ments or other modifications may be required in the user's string within a threshold degree of agreement , then , in step 
computing environment . It may not be clear what param- 65 605 , document manager 104 identifies modification points 
eters ( e.g. , location parameters ) should be modified and to 406 that are associated with the matching character string , 
what extent such parameters should be changed . Configu such as character string 1 402 . 
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In step 606 , document manager 104 detects user 101 what extent such parameters should be changed . Configu 
copying the content ( the content that was previously found ration mistakes are common . As a result , users may unnec 
to match a registered character string in repository 102 in essarily expend computing resources , such as processing 
steps 602-603 ) from the electronic document that matches resources , in attempting to execute the copied content in the 
the registered character string in repository 102 . 5 user's computing environment . Such over utilization of 

In step 607 , document manager 104 presents modification resources results in inefficient use of the computing 
point ( s ) 406 of the copied content , and possibly multiple resources ( e.g. , processing resources ) . By implementing the 
modification points 406 for the same character location , to present invention , computing resources ( e.g. , processing 
user 101 , such as via a combo box or a selection box . In one resources ) are more efficiently utilized since the user does 
embodiment , modification point ( s ) 406 are obtained from 10 not need to expend unnecessary computing resources in 
the record associated with the matching character string attempting to execute the copied content in the user's 
( e.g. , character string 1 402 ) , where the matching character computing environment . That is , the computer capabilities 
string was modified ( e.g. , character string 2 403 ) to enable of document systems are improved since fewer computing 
execution of the copied content in the user's computing resources need to be utilized in order to execute the copied 
environment . For example , referring to FIG . 4 , if user 101 15 content ( e.g. , exemplary command ) in the user's computing 
copied content ( e.g. , exemplary command ) from an elec environment . 
tronic document ( e.g. , user guide ) that matches character Hence , by incorporating the present invention , when 
string 1 402 stored in a record of repository 102 within a operations are performed in a computing environment based 
threshold degree of agreement , then user 101 would be on examples presented in an electronic document , the past 
presented with modification points 406 associated with the 20 modified contents for other users may be shared and used by 
record of character string 1 402. As previously discussed , the user . Necessary modified contents may be more easily 
such modification points 406 may include the modified understood by the users . Furthermore , operational mistakes 
parameters to enable execution of the copied content in the can be reduced and the overall usability will be improved . 
user's computing environment . The descriptions of the various embodiments of the 

In one embodiment , in connection with presenting modi- 25 present invention have been presented for purposes of 
fication points 406 to user 101 , user 101 may also be illustration , but are not intended to be exhaustive or limited 
presented with the modified character string incorporating to the embodiments disclosed . Many modifications and 
such modification points 406. In one embodiment , modifi variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the 
cation points 406 are highlighted to clearly illustrate the art without departing from the scope and spirit of the 
differences with the original copied content . In one embodi- 30 described embodiments . The terminology used herein was 
ment , user 101 may be presented the opportunity to select chosen to best explain the principles of the embodiments , the 
one or more of the presented modification points 406 to be practical application or technical improvement over tech 
implemented . In response to such selection , document man nologies found in the marketplace , or to enable others of 
ager 104 may enable the pasting of the copied content ordinary skill in the art to understand the embodiments 
modified according to the selected modification points 406 35 disclosed herein . 
into the user's computing environment as discussed below . 

In one embodiment , modification points 406 may be The invention claimed is : 
automatically selected by document manager 104. In one 1. A system , comprising : 
embodiment , modification points 406 are selected from the a memory for storing a computer program for assisting 
most recent item , an item made by a highly - experienced 40 users to execute content in a user's computing envi 
user , an item with a high usage frequency by other users , etc. ronment ; and 

In step 608 , document manager 104 enables the paste a processor connected to the memory , wherein the pro 
operation to paste the copied content ( e.g. , exemplary com cessor is configured to execute the program instructions 
mand ) into the user's computing environment ( pasted into a of the computer program comprising : 
text field in a dialog box ) to be executed in light of the user's 45 detecting a first user copying content from a first 
selection of modification point ( s ) 406 thereby allowing the electronic document , wherein said content is set as a 
pasting of the copied content with modification points 406 first character string ; 
selected by user 101 . detecting a pasting of said copied content into a first 

In this manner , the present invention assists the user in user's computing environment ; 
recognizing the parameters that need to be modified and how 50 detecting a modification of said copied content , 
such modifications should be performed in the user's com wherein said modification comprises modification of 
puting environment in order to implement the execution of parameters of said first user's computing environ 
content ( e.g. , exemplary command ) copied from an elec ment to implement execution of said copied content , 
tronic document . wherein said modification of said copied content is 

Furthermore , the present invention improves the technol- 55 set as a second character string , wherein said first 
ogy or technical field involving document systems . Cur user's computing environment comprises a set of 
rently , in such systems , users may simply copy and paste packages , variables and files that are present in a 
exemplary commands into their user computing environ computing device of said first user ; 
ment . For example , the user may copy an exemplary com determining whether a difference between said first and 
mand into a text field in a dialog box . For instance , the user 60 second character strings exceeds a threshold value , 
may copy the command of prompting the user to enter a new wherein said determination is accomplished by com 
user's password in the text field in the dialog box . However , paring each character in each of said first and second 
in order to implement the execution of the command in the character strings and identifying any differences ; 
user's computing environment , various parameter adjust registering said first and second character strings and 
ments or other modifications may be required in the user's 65 differences between said first and second character 
computing environment . It may not be clear what param strings in a repository in response to said identified 
eters ( e.g. , location parameters ) should be modified and to differences exceeding said threshold value ; 
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registering modification points and a range of locations points , wherein said one or more presented modifica 
in said second character string exhibiting differences tion points are highlighted . 
from said first character string in said repository in 4. The system as recited in claim 3 , wherein the program 
response to said identified differences exceeding said instructions of the computer program further comprise : 
threshold value , wherein said modification points 5 automatically selecting one or more of said one or more 
comprise modifications in said second character presented modification points to be implemented . 
string with respect to said first character string , 5. The system as recited in claim 3 , wherein the program wherein said modification points comprise modified instructions of the computer program further comprise : parameters of said first user's computing environ presenting to said second user an opportunity to select one ment to enable execution of content copied from said 10 
first electronic document in said first user's comput or more of said one or more presented modification 

points to be implemented . ing environment , wherein said range of locations in 
said second character string comprises locations in 6. The system as recited in claim 5 , wherein said second 
said second character string containing said modifi user selects one or more of said one or more presented 
cations ; modification points by presenting said unique key . 

presenting to said first user a dialog to provide said first 7. The system as recited in claim 5 , wherein the program 
user an opportunity to confirm registration of said instructions of the computer program further comprise : 
first and second character strings as well as to enabling pasting of said copied content from said second 
confirm said identified differences , said modification electronic document modified according to said 
points and said range of locations in said second 20 selected one or more presented modification points into 
character string exhibiting differences from said first said second user's computing environment . 
character string ; 8. The system as recited in claim 1 , wherein the program 

associating said registered first and second character instructions of the computer program further comprise : 
strings with a unique key , wherein said unique key is temporarily disabling said paste operation from being 
stored in said repository ; fully executed in response to detecting said selection of 

detecting a second user copying content from a second said paste operation to paste said copied content from 
electronic document into a second user's computing said second electronic document into said second user's 
environment ; computing environment . 

determining whether said copied content from said 9. The system as recited in claim 8 , wherein the program 
second electronic document matches said first char- 30 instructions of the computer program further comprise : 
acter string in said repository within a threshold enabling said paste operation to paste said copied content 
degree of agreement by comparing said copied con from said second electronic document into said second 
tent from said second electronic document with said user's environment in response to a selection of one or 
first character string character by character , wherein more of said one or more presented modification points 
said copied content from said second electronic 35 thereby allowing a pasting of said copied content from 
document is deemed to match said first character said second electronic document into said second user's 
string in said repository within said threshold degree computing environment with said one or more modi 
of agreement in response to a percentage of charac fication points selected by said second user . 
ters matching exceeding a value ; 10. The system as recited in claim 1 , wherein said copied 

providing a notification to said second user indicating 40 content comprises an exemplary command . 
said copied content from said second electronic 11. A computer program product for assisting users to 
document may need to be modified in order to be execute content in a user's computing environment , the 
executed in said second user's computing environ computer program product comprising a computer readable 
ment in response to said copied content from said storage medium having program code embodied therewith , 
second electronic document not matching said first 45 the program code comprising the programming instructions 
character string in said repository within said thresh for : 
old degree of agreement ; detecting a first user copying content from a first elec 

detecting a selection of a paste operation to paste said tronic document , wherein said content is set as a first 
copied content from said second electronic docu character string ; 
ment into said second user's computing environment 50 detecting a pasting of said copied content into a first user's 
in response to said copied content from said second computing environment ; 
electronic document matching said first character detecting a modification of said copied content , wherein 
string in said repository within said threshold degree said modification comprises modification of parameters 
of agreement , wherein said second user's computing of said first user's computing environment to imple 
environment comprises a set of packages , variables 55 ment execution of said copied content , wherein said 
and files that are present in a computing device of modification of said copied content is set as a second 
said second user ; and character string , wherein said first user's computing 

presenting to said second user one or more of said environment comprises a set of packages , variables and 
registered modification points associated with said files that are present in a computing device of said first 
second character string stored in said repository via 60 user ; 
a combo box or a selection box . determining whether a difference between said first and 

2. The system as recited in claim 1 , wherein said unique second character strings exceeds a threshold value , 
key is used to obtain said second character string . wherein said determination is accomplished by com 

3. The system as recited in claim 1 , wherein the program paring each character in each of said first and second 
instructions of the computer program further comprise : character strings and identifying any differences ; 

presenting to said second user said second character string registering said first and second character strings and 
incorporating said one or more presented modification differences between said first and second character 

65 
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strings in a repository in response to said identified ond character string stored in said repository via a 
differences exceeding said threshold value ; combo box or a selection box . 

registering modification points and a range of locations in 12. The computer program product as recited in claim 11 , 
said second character string exhibiting differences from wherein said unique key is used to obtain said second 
said first character string in said repository in response 5 character string . 
to said identified differences exceeding said threshold 13. The computer program product as recited in claim 11 , 
value , wherein said modification points comprise modi wherein the program code further comprises the program fications in said second character string with respect to ming instructions for : said first character string , wherein said modification presenting to said second user said second character string points comprise modified parameters of said first user's 10 incorporating said one or more presented modification computing environment to enable execution of content points , wherein said one or more presented modifica copied from said first electronic document in said first tion points are highlighted . user's computing environment , wherein said range of 
locations in said second character string comprises 14. The computer program product as recited in claim 13 , 

wherein the locations in said second character string containing said 15 program code further comprises the program 
modifications ; ming instructions for : 

presenting to said first user a dialog to provide said first automatically selecting one or more of one or more said 
user an opportunity to confirm registration of said first presented modification points to be implemented . 
and second character strings as well as to confirm said 15. The computer program product as recited in claim 13 , 
identified differences , said modification points and said 20 wherein the program code further comprises the program 
range of locations in said second character string exhib ming instructions for : 
iting differences from said first character string ; presenting to said second user an opportunity to select one 

associating said registered first and second character or more of said one or more presented modification 
strings with a unique key , wherein said unique key is points to be implemented . 
stored in said repository ; 16. The computer program product as recited in claim 15 , 

detecting a second user copying content from a second wherein said second user selects one or more of said one or 
electronic document into a second user's computing more presented modification points by presenting said 
environment ; unique key . 

determining whether said copied content from said second 17. The computer program product as recited in claim 15 , 
electronic document matches said first character string 30 wherein the program code further comprises the program 
in said repository within a threshold degree of agree ming instructions for : 
ment by comparing said copied content from said enabling pasting of said copied content from said second 
second electronic document with said first character electronic document modified according to said 
string character by character , wherein said copied con selected one or more presented modification points into 
tent from said second electronic document is deemed to 35 said second user's computing environment . 
match said first character string in said repository 18. The computer program product as recited in claim 11 , 
within said threshold degree of agreement in response wherein the program code further comprises the program 
to a percentage of characters matching exceeding a ming instructions for : 
value ; temporarily disabling said paste operation from being 

providing a notification to said second user indicating said 40 fully executed in response to detecting said selection of 
copied content from said second electronic document said paste operation to paste said copied content from 

said second electronic document into said second user's may need to be modified in order to be executed in said 
second user's computing environment in response to computing environment . 
said copied content from said second electronic docu 19. The computer program product as recited in claim 18 , 
ment not matching said first character string in said 45 wherein the program code further comprises the program 
repository within said threshold degree of agreement ; ming instructions for : 

detecting a selection of a paste operation to paste said enabling said paste operation to paste said copied content 
from said second electronic document into said second copied content from said second electronic document 

into said second user's computing environment in user's environment in response to a selection of one or 
response to said copied content from said second 50 more of said one or more presented modification points 
electronic document matching said first character string thereby allowing a pasting of said copied content from 

said second electronic document into said second user's in said repository within said threshold degree of 
agreement , wherein said second user's computing envi computing environment with said one or more modi 
ronment comprises a set of packages , variables and fication points selected by said second user . 
files that are present in a computing device of said 55 20. The computer program product as recited in claim 11 , 
second user ; and wherein said copied content comprises an exemplary com 

mand . presenting to said second user one or more of said 
registered modification points associated with said sec 


